Disorders of circadian body temperature rhythm in severely brain-damaged patients.
Twenty-four hour patterns of body temperature (BT) were recorded during consecutive 3-10 day spans from 14 severely brain-damaged patients. Seven patients exhibited a normal circadian BT rhythm with an amplitude of more than 1 degree C and a normal phase position of the minimum BT being observed during the latter half of the nocturnal sleep. One patient with a dispersed type of sleep exhibited an extremely low amplitude of the BT rhythm with mean average 0.69 degrees C. In this patient, an 24-hr observation span was insufficient to detect the existence of a BT rhythm. Two patients manifested disturbance of period. As acrophase of the BT rhythm varied from day to day, the standard deviation (S.D.) of mean acrophase was extremely large. For these patients the light-dark cycle did not act as an entrainer because both had visual disturbance. A phase advance of the minimum BT was observed in four patients. The minimum BT appeared in the first half of nocturnal sleep. These three disturbances (amplitude, period and phase), were revealed only by longitudinal observation of the BT rhythm, indicating the importance of long-term observations over a sufficient period to make the nature of the rhythm disturbances clear. These disturbances were not related to that of the sleep-wake cycle, as two patients showed normal circadian BT rhythm in spite of their dispersed-type sleep.